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CORE Attorney Kunstler
To Talk At Conn. College
MARCH 8—William Kunstler
attorney and special counsel to
CORE, Martin Luther King, and
the American Civil Liberties Un-
ion will speak Wednesday at Con
necticut College for Women under
the auspices of the Civil Rights
Group.
Stone Coxhead and other mem-
bers of Trinity's branch of CORE
• Congress on Racial Equality are
attending the function held in
Hale Laboratory at 7 p.m. Cox-
head, a junior, is Chairman o£ the
'Trinity's branch.
•Kunstler recently represented
.CORE tor the American Civil Li-
Jazz Festival
Date Planned
• The Hartford Jazz Society will
present a "Spring Jazz Festival"
at S:15 p.m., March 20, in tto
King Philip School auditorium,
West Hartford. '
• The concert, third in' a series
sponsored by the. organization oi
jazz devotees, will feature local
musicians exclusively. Included
pa the program are two small
combos, a big band, and a male
vocalist.
Ray Casserino's Trio, a group
consisting of: p i a n o , bass, and
drums, will perform, as will the
Clifford Gunn Quartet. Gunn was
featured at the concert given at
Trinity last December.
Big band jazz will, be featured
by the Al L e p a k orchestra, a
group which plays arrangements
in the Woody Herman and Count
Basie vein. Handling- the vocals
will be Buzzy Garrett, a local sing-
er of some note. . -
Tickets, priced at ?2 general
admission and $1 for students, are




: MARCH 10—The Trinidads: will
serenade the University of Mich-
igan March 17 in a concert pro-
gram with five other college sing-
ing groups,
Tlie University of Michigan In-
terfraternity Council, w h i c h is
sponsoring the program, will fly
the Trinidads out to Ann Arbor
Saturday. Two pther eastern sing-
ing groups and three mid-western
groups; i n c l u d i n ' j Michigan's
"Arbors", will also appear. The
Michigan "IFC has reported that
the concert is completely sold out.
berties Union, with another at-
torney, in charge of the defense
for the 200 Freedom Riders who
were arrested last year in Jack-
son, Mississippi; Burmingham,
Alabama; and Albany, Georgia.
From August 22 to January 17,
he was in court during the trials
of the Riders. Kunstler is Asso-
ciate Professor of Law at New
York Law School and Pace Col-
lege.
Kunstler is the creator and writ-
er of the radio programs "Just-
ice", Famous Trial", and "Law on
Trial". He wrote First Degree,
Beyond a Reasonable Doubt? The
Case for Courage,- and Justice
lor AH.
Last September, Kunstler ap-
peared with Martin Luther King
and Harry Belafonte at the An-
nual Southern Christian Leader-
ship Conference speaking for the
Civil Liberties Union. He®talked
on " L e g a l Significance of the




. MARCH 9- Sanford B. D. Low,
Director of the Art Museum of
the New Britain Institute, will
present a. one-man art exhibit in
t'he Library Conference Room,
March 16-25. Mr. Low's exhibit
will consist mainly of watercolors.
Low is president of the Art
League of New Britain and is a
member of the Connecticut Aca-
demy of Fine Arts, the American
Water Color Society, the New
York Water Color Club and the
Salmagundi Club. He has been
an art teacher at Loomis School
since 1938.
A reception will be held at the
library on March 15 from 4-6
p.m., by the Trinity Art Exhibi-
tion Committee of Mrs'. Marion
Clarke, curator of the Watkin-
;on Library, Leonard Tomat, and
Professors John Taylor, Charles




March 10—The Connecticut In-
tei'collegiate Student Legislature
(C.I.S.L.) has seen two unpre-
cedented moves at its 15th annual
session at the State Captitol which
ends today. One was a direct plea
by Governor John Dempsey urg-
ing the defeat of Yale's bill to
lower Connecticut's drinking age
to 18, the other an attempt by
Trinity's Stan Marcuss to capture
the position of Majority Leader
of the House.
The CISL is a mock legislature
consisting of representatives from
colleges and universities in Con-
necticut. Patterned closely a f t e r
the State Legislature, the CISL
enables students to gain an insight
into the political processes of leg-
islative" activity a n d an under-
sta.ncJinn; of some of the major
Embassy Speakers Selected
MARCH 12—Rabbi Israel Mow-
skowitz, President of the New
York Board of Rabbis, Dr. Willi-
am A. Johnson of the Religion
Department will be the keynote
speakers for the Twelfth Annual
Embassy Program, announced
the Chapel Cabinet today. The
March IS symposium will be held
»R, WILMAM A. JOHNSON
Glee Club Plans Spring Tour
To Five States Over Vacation
MARCH 9—The Glee Club, di-
rected by Dr. Clarence Barber,
will perform concerts in five
states during a seven-day trip
from Mai-ch 29 through April 4.
The group of 35 men has been
makine annual spring vacation
tours through the South and West
since, 1952. There has been-a Glee
Club at Trinity since 1872.
In addition to traditional col-
lege choral pieces, the Glee Club
repertoire includes masterpieces
'.' Dr. Brian Abel-Smith, formerly
scheduled to speak last Tuesday,
will now lecture on March 26 at 4
P.m. in the Library Conference
Room, The title of his talk will
*»"• "The Financing of Medical
c for the Aged,"
of Vivaldi, Bach, Haydn and
Brahms.
Th club last month joined with
the Mount Holyoke .College Glee
Club in performing the Passion
of Our Lord as set to' music by
Bach.
Many Concerts
The first coneost in the 1962
tour will be in Christ Ohurch,
Pelham Manor, N. Y., on March
29. Then on successive days the
Glee Club will sing at Christ
Church and St. Michael, Philadel-
phia; at the Philadelphia Cricket
Club; St. Stephen's Church, Se-
wickley, Pa.; Church of the Re-
deemer, Cincinnati; Christ Church
Cathedral, Louisville, Ky.; and in
the Church.of St. Michael and St.
Georga, St. Louis, on April 4.
in Hamlin Dining Hall at 4:30
p.m.
The two religious leaders will
discuss "Communism and Bibli-
cal FaiWi—World Goals in Con-
flict." Each will comment on the
intellectual clash between the two
world views concerning the real-
ity of God, the value of man, the
purpose of life, and "what is at
stake for freedom in the rapid
growth of communism."
The speeches will be supple-
mented by a panel discussion by
representatives of the four reli-
gious groups on campus: the
Newman Club, the Episcopal Ves-
try, the Hiliel Society, and the
Christian Association. Included
in the panel are The Rev. Fran-
cis Riley, St. Thomas Seminary;
the Rev. J. Moulton Thomas,
College Chaplain; Rabbi William
Cohen, Beth .David Synagogue;
and Speed Leas, a student at the
Yale Divinity School.
Former Professor
Rabbi Mowskowitz was ordain-
ed at Yeshiva University in 1937
after receiving his Ph. D. from
Duke University. A former Pro-
fessor of Psychology at the Uni-
versity of Omaha, he is connect-
ed with the Hillcrest Jewish Cen-
ter in Flushing, New York.
The Rabbi is an Associate Di-
rector of "Crossroads. Africa"
and was a member of the Travel
and Study Seminar of the Nation-
al Conference of Christians and
Jews which visited thirteen coun-
tries including Egypt, Israel, Cyp-
rus, East and West Germany. He
also visited the Soviet Union to
study the Jewish Community
there. He is President of the New,
York Board of Rabbis. -. )'
Dr. Johnson, an ordained Meth-
odist minister, is an. Assistant
Professor of Religion and has
been a member of the faculty
since 1959. He holds a number of
degrees including a B.D. from
Drew Theological Seminary, a
Ph. D. from Union Theological
Seminary and in April will, re-
ceive his Th. D. degree from the
University of Lund from Sweden's
King Gustaf V.L in ceremonies in
Lund Cathedral, Lund, Sweden.
Dr. Johnson's major work,
"Theology of Horace Bushnell",
will be published by .the Swedish
State. : • •
KABBI ISKAEL MOWSKOWITZ
problems facing state legislatures.
The CfSL holds its sessions an-
nually.
In the first major move of this
year's CISL session, Tom Rowe
of Yale proposed a bill to lower
Connecticut's drinking age to IS..
Replying to Rowe, Gov. Demp-
sey stresses that "progress cannot
be fulfilled all at once. We must
use the patience upon which our
nation was built," he said.
Highway Slaughter
Dempsey argued that the slaugh-
ter on Connecticut highways can
only be stopped by New York's
repeal of its drinking law. The
Governor reminded the delegates
that the states'surrounding-N. Y.
are -working with Connecticut in.
forcing the repeal of New York's
law permitting drinking at 18. He
also added that many New York
residents have given their support
to Connecticut's Proposal,
In a s e c o n d unprecedented
move; Trinity's S t a n Marcuss
nominated himself for the office
of majority'leader of the House.
In his personal plea for support,
Marcuss stressed the irregularity
of the proeedings and the late
arrival of many nesv "delegates"
who had not yet seen the eancK-
dates.
Trinity's delegation leader point-
ed out that in the actual legis-
lature voting is done through coal-
itions before the ballots are cast.
But in the student legislature no
real coalitions exist. His seconder
from Yale listed the candidate's
qualifications.
Mai cuss was defeated in a close
114-93 vote by Thomas Connors
of Fairfield University.
Of 16 bills reviewed by botti
House and.Seiiaie, the legislature
adopted"'12 and defeated three.
Course On Qomnnintam
Among the defeated bills were
those to initiate a compulsory
state-wide course on communism,
and state ownership of the New
Haven- -a bill w h i c h Marcuss
called "a two paragraph solution
to the railroad problem."
Aflcr havin.iT passed the Senate
(Continued on Page, 3)
LaRocea and Gates Named
Woodrow Wilson Fellows
MARCH 12—Paul.. J. LaRocca
and David -F. Gates have been
named Woodrow Wilson' Fellows,
Sir Hugh Taylor, President of the
Woodrow Wilson F e l l o w s h i p
Foundation, announced today. The
Hatisen Promoted
Dr. Carl V. Hanse'h, President
of the Trinity Chapter of the
American Association of College
Professors, lias been promoted to
Associate Professor of Modern
languages. .
Dr. Hansen received his B.A.,
MA., and Ph.D. degrees from
Yale University, He taught at the
University of Indiana and the
University of Rhode Island before
joining, the Trinity faculty as an
Assistant Professor in 1956.
During World War II, Dr. Han-
jen served with the U.S. Army
Intelligence. He was captured in
Tunesia .in 1943 and served as an
interpreter,, translator and teach-
er for his German captors for 26
months.
War Experiences
He attributes- his career as a
Uermati teacher to his experiences
as a prisoner of war.
fellowship awards w i l l cover
tuition fees and living expenses
for a year's study at a graduate
school..
LaRocea was elected a member
of Phi Bejta Kappa this month. lie
is a recipient of a Cesare Barbiwi
Prize* for spoken Latin and is
president of the Brownell Club.
Gates, also -a member of Phi
Beta Kappa, is currently prepar-
ing an honor thesis, the first of its
kind to be awarded'by the Econ-
omics Department. It w i l l deal
with investment of Social Securily
funds.
English Major
LaRocca is one o£ 230 English
majors in the country to receive
a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship.
Gales is among the 53 recipients
who are Economics majors. The
fellowships are designed to en-
courage consideration of teaching
careers.-
Ross D, -H a 11, German and
modern language , major; Robert
F. Muttart, religion and modern
languages major; Roger E Nel-
son, history major; James E.
Sweeney, history m a j or; and
David E. Wilson, cl-assics and his-
tory" major, were -awarded' honor-
able mentions, i
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BARRIE now otters hs widest selection ot custom
detailed moccasins ever. Famous fox traditional type
slip-ons, Barrie's lines range from the popular.
SASS-WBEJVNS to the elegantly styhd SWISS
BALLY. For all around good looks and solid com-
fort, Earrie's own IMPERIAL is sure to please.
Priced from $I4.S5 to $26.95
Hand Staining — Gratis
22 Trumbul? S t Next to Henry Miller Inc.
JA 5-6261
PARK FREE IN NEXT DOOR LOT
Commentary On . . „
Wow! Easter,' Ads, and Tropic'
By Jolin Chatfieltl
This Sunday's New Yorl<
Times had an ad that read
"Wow! Easter. . ," It was a hote-i
and not a cathedral that said it,
and the name has slipped my
mind. It really doesn't matter
Here, it's more of a mystic, sym-
bol for a poetic drama a b o u t
things /that aren't well. , %
This Thursday's New Y o r k
Daily News had an article about
a party in Palm Beach. That's
n Florida,, where the real evil is
Communism.
Bubbling Nancy Randolph, your
correspondent in Palm Beach, re-
orted: "Top socialites of Palm
Beach wore rags, tatters, broken
hoes, false noses . . ." and so on.
Apparently, b u b b 1 i ng Nancy
hought there Was a remote chance
f failure: "The well-contrived at-
mosphere was sufficient to put
ver the party." Whew.
Nancy's worst tears were un-
•easonable, I think. Where there
tre well-contrived people, there
re well-contrived atmospheres.
ind the Communists are dying in
2hi
Bathing; Suits
If you're lucky, you're seen the
eter Pan bathing suit advertise-
ents in the Sunday Times mag-
azine. "Fits the way you want it,"
the ad reads, "whether you're
, B, C, or in between." I'm
one of these, but I looked at the
d, because I got there just as
he was putting on her suit. Sev-
m summers at Lake George, and
tothing like this.
I think that the Peter Pan Peo-
>le wanted me to look at their
d, even though I didn't wear
1, B, C, or in between. But at
:he time I didn't feel duped, be-
:a«se I'm an American and I
know that the Peter Pan People
ren't a Communist front group
So, subconsciously, I suppose I
elt American and masculine and
nice.
This newspaper ran an ad a lew
weeks ago. It was a poem, and
at the top it said (hi parentheses,
of course, so it wouldn't catch the
untrained e y e for too long)
"Apologies to Rudyard Kipling.'
Here are the choice stanzas,
Rudyard, wherever you are: "If,
when you look at guys and gals,
you see them/ As fabrics, and
style, and a certain flair; If the
spiee of your living is dollars—
then The world's your oyster, for
selling's your game."
There's something missing when
men turn to fabrics, the curry
powder of your existence turns
into dollars, and the world turns
into an oyster. There's something
drastically wrong when this is
published and men are not: offend-
ed by it.
Apologies And Cliants
Change "Apologies to Rudyard
Kipling" to "Apologies to man-
kind", and intone the verses like
a Gregorian chunt, for the same
things aren't sacred any more.
And sing it sadly, with fooling,
like a dirge, lor these are bad
imes.
T h e newspaper excretions I
have just cited are grass-roots
obscenity, but they p a s s from
year to year without notice be-
cause they are made, strategical-
ly enough, for indoctrinated minds.
When a grass-roots man comes
along and calls names, he is hush-
ed by the woeful tones of mixed
choir of Public Morality. There
are millions of voices, and he has
but one.
Last week in H a r t f o r d the
choir's spokesmen gathered in
court to define obscenity, and to
censure a lone man on t h o s e
r o u n d s . Indoctrinated minds
don't define accurately however,
and H e n r y Miller was banned
from Hartford County. His crime:
ihoutirjg a little too loudly and a
little too lewdly that the world
and its morality was, to him, no
oyster.
Henry Miller writes that he
doesn't belong to the "creaking
machinery of mankind." I think
he has misappraised things. In
Hartford, at least, the machinery
is well-oiled.
It's not machinery at all really.
It's a gargantuan animal in mo-
tion. Creaking limbs or no creak-
ing limibs, nothing will stop it
Men will try, and they will write
about it, and they will fail. Go
on home, Henry. Go home with
Rudyard.
Bookshelf Of Dk-ibes"
Henry Miller is an angry man
and almost the whole story of
his wrath can be found in his
bookshelf of diatribes. He was
more than angry—he was very
angry—and that made him pro-
lific. For some men, indignation
becomes a compulsion. For Mil-
ler, it became an obsession. Truth
was his goal, his life, because
there were so many lies around
him.
When Jonathan Swift called
us all vermin it was all right be-
cause it was part of a chimerical
travelogue on which Swift hat"
never been. It was satire, and
people l a u g h e d in the coffee





To Gain Valuable Experience
See D<an Cotta or'Marshall Biume
^Particularly tor Freshmen
tury England. And Gulliver, tihe
mythical journeyman, was a like.
able character who had never ex.
ititcrl, and that was nice. ,
When Henry Miller suid our
Groat Western Civilization was
'rotting out like the toennils o|
the saints", it was not all right.
It was not all right b e e n u s e
Henry Miller was neither in Lit
lipi.it nor in Bro'btllhgnag under
an assumed name; he was in
Paris and he told everyone whe
he was. And he wasn't smiling,
and thnt was no good.
"Humankind cannot bear too
much reality," said T, S. Kliot*
and he was right.
"Oh, well, these are n i g h f
thoughts produced by walking in
the rain after two thousand years
of Christianity," s a i d Miller irt
T r o p l o of Cancer, and ram
couldn't comprehend. They'd been
in the system for a mere genera*
tion, and they'd been to church.
Didn't Curse '
"To be more than a man in A
world of men, "wrote Malmux,
but; he didn't curse, and his books
lire on the .shelves. You may say
things, you see, but you must
say them gently, for we are in
our two thousandth yew now, and
it's all right because we're still
celebrating.
"Bis Imnclert unfl awaiwiK",
says the Jew when he toasts the
occasion, and that m e a n s we
should all live as long as Moses,
"Drink up", say the rest of us,
"We can't all be holy men."
Miller was a holy man, with
a mission. And they crucified
him.
Miller was banned in Hartford
County and Massachusetts and!
Rhode Island and a score of
American cities because he used
the wrong words to holler his
abuse, And more than that, no
one needed a dictionary, and they
were offended by that.
They understood what Millet
meant by this word and thnt word,
but they didn't understand what
Miller meant: wiien he p l a c e d
words .side by side in sentences.
In his particularly shocking pas-
sages the words leapt from the
page. Tf I hey had been allowed to
remain there, pwhans the entire
(Continued on Tuffe 6)
Andorra Slashes
A rm a m en ts Bu dgu t
According to a Chicago
News wire service dispatch dated
March 9, Uie tiny republic ot
Andorra, nestled in the Pyrenees
Mountains between France and
Spain, has slashed its military;
budget for 1962.
Andorra, not noted in recent
years for acts of overt aggres*
sion has decided to reduce mil-
itary expenditures to $5, d o w n
from last year's extravagant $5.75.
The entire military appropria*
tion goes to purchase blank am*
munition used for occasional cere-
monial salutes.
DEFIES KHRUSHCHEV!
"You have poured dung over me,
Comrade Hoxha. One day you will
have to wash it off yourself."
That's what Khrushchev screamed,
they say, at the Red boss of Al-
bania. In this week's Post, you'll
read why the smallest satellite
dares fo defy the Kremlin. And how
Stalin's ghost still rules this land.
Also: Special 12~pags gulda "How
to make the most of your n>on»y.w
TAe Saturday Svtning
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through clever political maneuver-
ing by Yale, the act to lower the
drinking age to IS was defeated
''toy a House vote, 98 to 72.
Among the adopted bills were
those to repeal the Fair Trade
Act, establish a state commission
for the mentally retarded, make
tnandatory the re-examination and
re-certification of nurses, and end
diversion oi education funds.
Trinity Bills
Trinity's bills,1- one requiring
t h e confiscation of automobile
marker plates of drunken drivers
and the other, a fair housing act
to prohibit descrimination in the
sale of private homes, n e v e r
, reached the floor as time ran out.
The first, "A Revision of Drivers
Penalties," was stoned in a 9-0
defeat in committee with Trinity's
own delegate voting against it.
The second, the "Fair Housing
Act," passed through committee
without reccomendation and was







"A REAL DELIGHT IN
PILICATESSEM TREATS"
just pver the rocks
243 Z1ON STREET JA 7-9644
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MEET THE WIVES
OF THE WHITE HOUSE
What's it like when,Kennedy picks
your husband for a key Washing-
ton job? In this week's Post, you'll
meet the glamorous wives of the
New Frontier. You'll learn how they
entertain endlessly on a strict
budget. How one outspoken lady
caused her husband weeks of em-
barrassment. And why the Wash-
ington whirl isn't-always a picnic.
Also: Special t2-page guide "How
to make the most of your money."
The SaturdayJEvei}in£
II







Long on thirst, short on time? Enjoy the difference m
the Schlitz 7-oz. bottle—the famous kiss-of-che-hops
flavor. When you're in a hurry ask for Schlitz in the
7-oz. bottle at your favorite bar, tavern, or bowling lane.
move up to
THE BEER THAT MADE MILWAUKEE FAMOUS
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Propaganda
Propaganda to most Americans
is associated with the colossal sledge
hammer which the Communists use
to pound and shape the minds of their
subjects and the minds of millions in
the uncommitted nations. So effec-
tively is this sledg-e hammer weilded
particularly when it has behind it the
muscle of Soviet scientific and tech-
nological advance, that it has also
shaped to a great degree our concep-
tions of Russian society as being a
powerful, intolerant monolith. To
counter the hammer blows of the
Russians upon the minds of the world,
and to bolster American society a-
gainst the Russion "colossus," many
"pro American" groups, such as the
D.A.R., the John Birch Society, and
the American Legion, feel compelled
to emphasize the tradition encrusted
greatness of our country and to re-
pulse neurotically all which conflicts
with this tightly held image. Ameri-
can society, however, as the Voice of
America has discovered, will not suc-
cumb to such a unified interpreta-
tion.
Although the Communists freely
distort the facts to fit'their pattern,
the director oi' Voice of America,
Henry Loomis, emphatically declares
that accuracy is a major concern in
our broadcasts to the world. It is
irue that the more favorable aspects
of American society are presented
."irst for the most impact, but the
negative,more controversial n e w s
items are also included. Reporting
-he negative sides of the news may
hi part be motivated by a realization
that, as Mi'. Loomis says, "no matter
now negative the facts really are,
.Moscow can in a k e them appear
worse." But reporting the negative
news is also an affirmation that we
are a free diverse society. Such an
affirmation of freedom is the most
vital function VOA can perform, at
'.his moment when there seems to be
a movement towards liberalization
;.mong the youth of Russia. Column-
ist Max Lerner writing recently about
this growing liberalization said:
There have been many signs re-
cently of a restiveness about Russian
youth. Harrison Salisbury noted it
in (he last piece of his TIMES series
on his Russian visit as did George
Sherman and Richard Pipes.
What they tell us is not only
that there are beatniks among the
young Russians. Even more impor-
tant, the most sensitive of them have
grown cynical about the gap between
what they are told about the world
and what they know from their ex-
perience. As a result, while they go
on outwardly living with the regime,
they become spiritual migrants inside
of themselves, and end by believing
nothing.
These are the new young Russ-
ians. If I were Khrushchev it would
keep me up nights.
Apparently. Khrushchev has been
kept up nights worrying about the
direction this youth movement may
take and trying to stop one of its
major stimuli, the VOA. According
to United States Information Agency
figures, the Communists are now
employing something like 2,500 jam-
mers against the Voice and other free
world broadcasts at a cost three or
four times the amount spent by all
the free world radios broadcasting to
the Communist block.
Of course the Communist world
is not the only area where VOA
broadcasts have a crucial role. As
Mr. Loomis points out, the V o i c e
''aims at an audience that wants to
know more about the American Polit-
cal system, the American economic
system, American science, American
culture, American views on Commun-
ism, on neutralism — on all aspects
of the world and mankind;.."
This week the TRIPOD devotes
the Editorial Section to Voice of A-
merica in an attempt to clarify the
often misinterpreted a i m s of the
Voice and to show the important part
played by Trinity Professor John
Dando.
Letters To The Editor
To t!i« Editor:
By way of conclusion to a long but, I
believe, highly instructive colloquy be-
tween Dr. Neaverson and myself on the
phenomenon oi totalitarianism, I should
like to make the following points.
First, Pr. Neaverson now admits that
jrivssuios for srwitoi1 social efficiency ex-
ist in imlustrializocl Russia. We arc now
Jar from HIP situation of classic totalitar-
ianism as pivscniuil in his first Idler. He
and I still differ ovor ihe possible out-
come of those pressures. While I did not
- -tatt: that this nut come would be I he liully
developed '"liberal society" so ably de-
Mrribi'd by Dr. Neaverson, I ih) bcllrve
ihnt many ot I he traditional bases of
totalitarianism will be severely eroded.
My reasons arc varied, and they include
one which is alw a comment on an ob-
yci'vation made by Dr. Neavorson. PhD's
cannot be uwardwl only to scientists, and
I'ven scientists (or lierhaps especially
scientists i question lho politically deter-
mined goals and direct ion of society.
Sccund, the main question was not. to
speculate about "what mitiht have hap-
i'twd if the Second World War had not."
My point was io focus at I out ion tin the
manifo'd tfnd cW-v.-iwrr p:vl>V'ins and
sj miiiLVuivd by iu-.ius-iiialism hi
modern Germany. This theme in the
genesis and development of Nazism both,
before and during tlie war has received
the attention of scholars in the field over
the [iast twenty years. I t will doubtless
continue to be examined as the present
situation in Russia evolves.
Third, the term "inner logic" is, of
course, not a stray from the realms of
Feminities or debate. It is simply a term
commonly used by social scientists ex-
amining the relationships of economic de-
velopments to political forms over a long
period in European life. The data on this
subject, reaching back to the beginning
of the 19th century, indicates the great
difficulty that autocratic, authoritarian or
totalitarian systems experience in trying
to maintain themselves intact as their
social ami economic bases are modified.
"Inner logic" is merely a convenient, albeit
somewhat rhetorical way of denoting this
continuity of pressure and change.
Fourth, no historian, including myself,
tries any longer to set. up rigid determin-
istic "laws," if that is indeed what is
meant by Dr. Neaverson's reference to
"inner logics tsic) and necessary connec-
tions in history." What the historian can
and must do is to select a "hierarchy of
significant causes" in order to fulfill his
(Continued on Page 6)
Professor Dando
Speaks to the World
By J. Ronald Spencer
March marks the thirteenth consecutive month in which
Associate Professor of English John Dando broadcasts a week-
ly radio program on American literature. His audience is the
World.
Presented over the global facilities of The Voice of Amer-
ica, Dando discusses books as diverse as Henry James' Turn
of the Screw and Theodore White's Making of the President,
19G0. The discussions, in additon to their English version by
Dando, are translated into 14
foreign languages, Chinese and
Arabic among them.
When the V o i c e of America
asked the professor to prepare
the series, it told him to deal with
American literature "in its broad-
est sense." Dando has made every
attempt to do this, both by deal-
ing with a wide range of topics
and by discussing works from
the standpoints of both form and
content.
Main Problem
According to Dando, the main
problem facing him in preparing
the programs is how to write a
script which is understandable to
an audience who has not read the
book u n d e r consideration. He
points out that there is little time
tor rehashing the plot, since each
broadcast is o n l y six-and-a-half
minutes long.
When dealing with poetry, the
problem can often be eliminated
because there is time to read the
work' under study. For example,
in a two-part series on poet Ed-
win Arlington Robinson, - Dando
had time to read both "Minniver
Cheevy" and'"Mr.'Flood's Party"
over the air.
The series on Robinson illus-
trates another technique" w h i c h
Dando uses in the programs. On
occasion, he will devote several
consecutive broadcasts to t h e
same author, discussing a differ-
ent aspect of his work each time.
cussion of Steinbeck's early novel,
The Grapes of Wrath, moved on
to Of Mice and Men, and finally
to the new work.
Complete Freedom
These b o o k s are critical o£
American society, but the officials
at the Voice of America do not
object to their inclusion on the
program. Dando stresses that he
is free to choose his subjects and
to treat them in whatever man-
ner he sees fit.
On several occasions, programs
are presented because they (relate
to certain, events occurring in this
country at the time. A recent
series dealing with Ernest Hem-
ingway was prepared as a com-
memoration of his death.
In at least one instance, Dando
has broadcast proprams in con-
junction with'the adaptation of a
work for the movies or for the
stage. H e n r y James' Aspern
Papers is currently appearing on
Broadway and his Turn of t h e
Screw has been m a d e into »
movie, The Innocents. Resultingly,
programs on these works were
performed, and in each, refer-
ences to the adaptations were
made. •
Coraimunication Problem
Dando points out tha i the broad-
cast about the Asjpern Papers il-
lustrates one of the p r o b 1 ,e:*n.»'
After John Steinbeck's recent book which, arises in talking to" a .world-
The Winter of Our Discontent w I d e audience. In referring ...w
was published, the professor pre- Broadway, he had tp be sure and
pared three.programs dealing with m e n *5 ° n " < N e w York's ,Broad-,
the author.. He, began .with, a. dis* • (CoiUinuea. on .Page.. ;«)/ •• i:::-
THE VOICE
OF AMERICA
; By Henry Loomis, Director, Voice of America
At the Tripod's request VOA has prepared this article based on a recent speech by Director Loomis.
For twenty years, the Voice of America, representing the "0. S. Government and the
American people, has talked directly to the people of the world—often over the objections of
their governments. The Voice of America is the only mechanism available to the U. S.
Government capable of such direct, universal, personal, and immediate communication.
What results can be expected from broadcasting—or any informational activity? Son;,
seem to believe that when things are not going well all that is needed is more money and be-.-
ter people working on propaganda. This belief has the advantage of not requiring the de-
velopment of new policy or the taking of direct action.
Others seen to believe that all
propaganda is ineffectual, a waste tailed the coverage by the great nism, on neutralism—on all ;•.'•-
oi money, and should be dispens-
ed with.
Credibility
I believe the truth lies in be-
keen. Propaganda cannot super-
sede the facts of life. However,
grod progaganda can increase the
impact and effect of favorable
events and decrease the impact
(I unfavorable events. The me-
elanical act of broadcasting, in it-
self, will not affect peoples' ac-
tions. However, the facts deserib-
d in the broadcasts and the in-
tapretation and analysis of those
fatts can and do have an impact
-if they are believed. The first
requirement of any radio is to
earn the audience's trust—to be
credible.
In my judgment, radio is pri-
marily ix strategic or long range
ltd. If you have a faithful and
believing audience, you can pro-
vite them with much information
ml suoh food for thought on
wije-h they will rely, when, in a
crisis, they must decide their
course of action quickly and iri-
ilinctively.
Our problem arises in our cov-
erage of all controversial issues
iiten significant and responsible
pups or individuals disagree
vwiferously wilh the Administra-
iia's policy. The issue also aris-
es whenever there is significant
pjblie debate in t!he Congress on
sensitive issues on which the Ad-
ministration has been silent.
tiderstsindiiblc, Palatable Policy
The Voice has long aspired to
he the Voice of America — a
difficult job. This role was for-
mally assigned to the Voice in a
directive of several years ago.
Oar job is to try to make U. S.
policy understandable everywhere
-aid palatable where possible.
ft'i al the same time, we must
balanced projection of
stew that the U. S. derives
strength from its diversity and is
Ml in a state of anarchy. This
requires us to judge who and
what is "responsible" and "sig-
niiicant", and to determine what
is a "fair" balance.
We meet this issue hourly in
ife preparation of our newscasts.
Some urge us to include only
"positive" news, to ignore the un-
' or the failures. As one
international wire services, the
foreign and domestic newspapers
and magazines—and by our com-
petitors, the other broadcasters.
No matter how negative the facts
'really are, Moscow can make
t'he-m appear worse. To be be-
lieved by our audience we must
carry ail the important facts—
good and bad. To be most effec-
tive, we try to reach the audience
before our competitors—to assure
that negative information, when
first heard, is backgrounded with
fill the positive aspects we can
find.
While this problem is difficult
when the negative event occurs
within the U. S., it is particular-
ly difficult when it occurs in a
foreign, friendly country and the
local government tries to sup-
press it. A student riot clearly
directed against a friendly gov-
ernment, which the local papers
and radio have not been allowed
to mention, is a frequent case
in point.
Communist Failures
Obviously the Voice seizes ev-
ery opportunity to present the
failures and weaknesses of the
Communists, but in a sober and
factual manner.
The Voice attempts above all
pise to be sure that its news is
accurate. When necessary we
sacrifice speed for accuracy. We
do not carry speculation. Normal-
ly we require that a news item
be available on at least two re-
sponsible news sources before we
use it. We clearly separate our
news from the commentaries in
which we argue the American po-
sition as persuasively as possible.
Another fundamental decision,
inter woven with the above, in-
volves what type of audience the
Voice should aim at. Should we
seek primarily to speak to peo-
ple dominated by Communism, to
the uncommitted, or to our allies/
Should we aspire to mass audi-
ences or aim primarily at leader-
ship groups? .
In analyzing this question we
.draw a sharp line between our
short-wave broadcasts, direct to
the audience, and the very large
program we have of placing ma-
terial on local radios around the
world.
Great Volume
peels of the world and
an audience more interested in i;-
formation than entertainment.
International broadcasting i:»
fiercely • competitive and becoir.-
ing more so every day. At; las;
count there were 14,000 program
hours per week of internatiomi!
broadcasts by all nations.
Dominant Broadcaster
Moscow is the dominant broad-
caster with over 1,000 hours pe,
week. Pieping is in second place
with 734 hours per week, bu
during the last year the Voice
has pulled-up until we are near-
ly tied with them.
I»P choosing our short-wave
programs, we must not only
think of the other major broad-
casters but we must also take in-
to account regional broadcasters,
many of whom are dominant in
their areas, such as Cairo in the
Arab world and Africa.
The Voice does not try to be
entertaining on its short-wave
broadcasts; the local or regional
broadcasters can always excel in
entertainment. The Voice tries to
provide unique information or
unique^ services not available else-
where.' We stress information a-
bout the U. S. and the U.N.; we
broadcast jazz to those areas—
such as ..Russia—where the state
irowns on it; we attempt to pro-
vide accurate and balanced news
to areas flooded with the distor-
tions of others. We provided con-
tinuous coverage of the Glenn or-
bital shot in English and also
featured it in all our 36 other lan-
guage programs.
Local Programs
In addition to direct short-wave
broadcasts of the Voice, we pre-
pare a massive amount of mater-
ial for tailoring and placement on
local radios by the overseas USIS
posls. We place 10 times more
material than we broadcast di-
rect—about Vz of it in Latin Am-
erica. Much is unattributed io
VOA. Since this material appears
on local radios, we can reach a
much broader audience. We pro-
vide American music and radio
dramas to attract listeners. Our
programs are accurate, the style
tailored to the individual 'country
and the subject matter is select-
ed to present U. S. policy, and
America in general, in as favor-
able a light as possible,
radio
roval
station andof both the low
. . _.. We broadcast 730 hours per
tritie put it, "Ivory soap commer- Week on short-wave in 37 lang-
tials speak about being 99 and uages—an average of four pro-
#100 per cent pure-you don't * m s a t o n e t h n e md more °
f , » f J « ™ S l X
hear any discussion of the 56/100 fadio v o h l m e t h a n CBS, NBC, j je local ^ m n m e n t J*e ^
tries where we need to place the
most—where the local govern-
censors heavily or
is antagonistic to the U. S.
Local placement is an invalu
per cent impurities." Other crit- a n d ABC produce all together,
its believe that common people, in these direct, short-wave
particularly those, in the under- broadcasts we aspire to an audi-
developed areas, are uncritical, e n c e of all those who are curious.
 m t n r e u n c l
believing everything they hear, jf a m a n merely wishes enter-
he will. listen to localTliese critics " conclude that the
audiences believe all they hear
from the Communists and that
0 carrying unfavorable facts
merely tends to confirm Moscow's
accusations. Radio Moscow, Ra-
dio Peiping, and many others
follow this principle.
Nose for Detection
able adjunct to direct short-wave
„,„„,,, broadcasts, but only the direct
about America, inter- broadcasts can relay events to an
about the world, inform*- audience when the local govenn-
r ^ W e seek the man or wo-
man who wishes information, in-
o  if
a b t
about his own country in
W l l d
«On  ment d s p p
those e es where the local rad- dweet broadcasts can bring «n-
ios and newspapers cannot be mediate reportage of; ar1 < v t
h th per such as the Glenn space shot.
ment disapproves, and o n l y
direct broadcasts can bring im-
mediate reportage of an event
n uM. alua>s bo
_ .T . - , trusted. We try to reach the per-
.l.ne. yoicedoes not. Not only son who seeks information abo*t
• * e believe such a policy to be factual events, who wishes to lis-
° °"iv.e sjnee all people—irres- ten to diverse explanations of the
of education, race, or sta- importance and effect of the
ve a lpng nose for the de- events. We aim at an audience
tection—in. time^-of the -phony, that wants to know more about
bat. m our country such a course the American political system,
is impossible.: fche more' eontro- the , American economic system, _
the more , negative the American science, American cul- ting anoi nctu..«.- --—•• - ~






mind. haI 1 broadcas-
in the
CHUMP AWAY AT
H O G G I E S
•Approximately 1200 Broad St.
On Campus with
(Author of "Ratty Round The Flag, ltnyi<", "The
Muny Lords of Dobk Oillv<", etc.)
HOW TO BE A BWOC
Ladies, let me tin frank. The ilnys (if tlie rollout.1 yi-ur ilwimlle
down to n precious few. And sninn of yim--l<•(.'« f;i(r it— have
not, yet IH-I'DIIIC B W O G ' S . V<-S, I know, you've been liui-y vvluit
with Roinjj; in rlaw ami walking your dx/etuli, but really, ladies,
becoming a BWOC is ?o easy if you'll only follow a few simple
rule?.
Tlio first ami most W i c «(rp on tlie road to hcini; a BWOC
is to attract attention. (Set, yourself noticed. Hut h<: very, very
careful not to do it, the wrong way. I inoii.ii, any old jiirl is
bound to be noticed if slio jjjoess around with a placard flint says,
."HEY! L 0 0 K 1 T M E ! " Don't //«» make, such a lioniil wife.
On your placard put: "ZUT! RKCAHDEZ MO1!" Tliis, ;is
you can see, lends a whole, new dimon-inn of tone, avul dignity,
Onoo you liave been noticed, it is no longer tiee.esi-ary Io carry
the placard. It will siillice if, from time to linn1, you make
distinctive noises. ]fj for instance, every tliree, or four minutes
you cry, "Wliipnoorwiil!" you cannot but, stay fre-b in the
minds of onlookers.
We come now to doilies, a vital accessory fo the RWi'O—
indeed, to any girl who wishes to remain out of jail. Hut t« the
BWOC clothes are more than just u decent cover; they are,
it is not too much to say, a way of life.
This spring the "little boy look" is all tlie rage on rumpus.
Every coed, in n mud effort to look like a little boy, is wearing
short, pants, knee sox, and boysliirts. But the BYVXK' is doing
more. She has gone the whole hog in arliieving little boyhood.
Hhe tins frogs in her pockets, stalls on lier knees, down on her
upper lip, and is followed everywhere by a dog named Spot.
All this, of course, is only by day. When evening fnlls and her
date comes calling, the BWOC is the very picture' of ehic fem-
ininity. She dresses in severe, simple basic black, relieved only
\>y ft fourteen pound charm bracelet. Her hair is eviiuWtcly
eoiffed, with a fresh rubber band around the pony (ail. Her
daytime sneakers have l*en replaced by fashionable high
h«.'lrd pumps, ami site docs, not lvinuve them until s!ie gt't.s to
the movies.
After the movie*, :it the campus cuf»\ the I'SWOC' utulenpms
her severest test. The true BWOC will w i r , w i , r , timr, order
tilt' entire nieiai. This is gluttony and can only cause on«:V date
to blanch. The true BWOC will pick six ur seven (itnid t ' n t w s
and then have nothing more till de.wrt . This i* r/nw iiinl is
the hallmark of the true BWOC.
Finally, tin' BWOC, IIJM.III being ;isk«l by the tigait'Ue vendor
which ifiilu' brand of her choice, will always reply, '•Marlboro,
of cmirsc!" For <my girl knows that a MurllKirti in o)»/s Utoul
stamps on« instantly as ti JHTSOII of taste and disa-rmnrnt,- as
the possessor of an (Hlueatal jnilutc, as a connoisseur of (lie finer,
loftier pleasures. This Marlboro, this badge oi smw-ffftVe,
I'onic.H io you in flip-top htxen that ilip, or iitsoft packm tliut are
soft, with a filter tliat filters and a flavor that is flavorful, in all
fifty states of the Union and Duluth. «• mi MM tm^mm
SMOC: Buy Marlboro On Campus, Buy them
loo. Either place, you get a lot to like.
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Local Programming For
Voice of America..«
{Continued from Edit. Section)
technical sense. In communica-
tions, such as tiie normal commer-
cial or military circuits, there is
a professional at each end of the
circuit; each end is. equipped with
special equipment permitting the
use of many fancy techniques.
Often communications can be
scheduled for the time of day
when the electrical characteristics
are best. In communications all
that is required is a signal strong
enough and clear enough to be
understood.
All is different in broadcasting.
We must broadcast not to one
professional but to many laymen.
Broadcasters must work into the
listener's receiver—a receiver he
cannot modify—a receiver often
out of repair—a receiver operated
by an amateur—who may or
may not be interested. The broad-
caster must broadcast at the time
of clay most convenient to the
audience—frequently the early
evening which is one of the worst
times of Bay electrically. But
niost important of all, a broad-
caster must not only be heard,
he must be as loud and clear, as
his competitors. Relative, rather
than absolute, quality is what
counts. The Voice can now be
heavd 'everywhere in the world—
on a good receiver—but usually
our competitors, come in with a
louder and clearer signal.
Broadcast Competition
Today the world's broadcasters
are utilizing over 14,000 transmit-
ter hours per day, an average of
over 500 frequencies being used
simultaneously. While the U.N
through the ITU, tries to assure
orderly use of the radio spectrum
some interference is inevitable
Interference is increasing- as the
hours of broadcasting Increase.
Each of the large broadcasters
is increasing both power and
broadcasting hours in order to re-
main competitive, and most new-
ly independent countries rush in-
to international broadcasting so
that their views may be heard.
Twenty years ago when the Voice
started, there were only 1/5 as
many broadcasters on the air.
The only recourse open to the
Voice is to have more power
than competitors on the same fre-
quency, to be able to predict the
best frequency ahead of our com-
petitors, and to be more flexible
in the use of frequencies. This is
jungle warfare—victory goes to
the- strong, the smart, and the
quick.
Commentary...
- (Continued from Page 3)
m o s t obviously was: repulsive,
ugly, laughable, and certainly,
obscene.
Shock, Not Seduce "
Miller intended to shock, not to
seduce. Seduction was Lawrence's
job, for he had another line to sell.
Miller intended, to. slap, not to
caress. Caressing was any cheap
writer's job, for they have lines
to follow, and money to make.
I say Miller succeeded well: if
one sets out to enchant the reader
with a cypress, one doesn't gen-
erally go into the effects a forest
fire could have on it.
Obscenity laws exist and ob-
scenity laws must not be broken,
I am told. But the laws were
made and are being upheld by the
same men who sanction the sen-
suality-f or-s e d u c t i o n's sake of
Playboy, Gem, and myriad pint-
sized rags that wallow gleefully
in the dribble of aborted men's
mouths; men who have forgotten
or have not read about the pre-
dung existence, of untainted
minds.
Miller was too unblemished, too
primordial, too right. He was not
heard by anyone significant, only
great minds. The men in charge
are still in charge, .and the gar-
gantuan animal is breathing on
our necks and twisting our pros-
tates by the subtle evolution o£
man in Ms centuries.
O the world, Miller has this t
say: "The super-structure is a li
and the foundation is a huge quak-
ing fear." He says a lot more,
but not in Hartford County after
two thousand years of Christian}
ty.
Dando Publicizes U.S. Culture Via VOA




Dacron & Worsted Suits from $59.00
Dacron & Cotton Suits from $39.95
ALSO!
Dacron & Worsted Slacks from $1;>.95
Bermuda Shorts from $ 5.9?
Swim Trunks from § 5.00
Madras Sport Jackets $39.00
way," since a portion of his au-
dience otherwise would not under-
stand what he meant.
In addition to poetry, novels,
and short stories, the Canadian-
educated literary ambassador to
the world has also dealt extensive-
ly with the drama. He has already
examined Eugene O'Neil and
programs about Arthur Miller and
Tennessee Williams a r e sched-
uled.
Although a majority of t h e
broadcasts deal with creative writ-
!ng, pando has not disregarded
significant works in o$ier fields.
Among the books of non-fiction
which he has discussed are David
Riesman's the lonely C t o w d ,
Ruth Benedict's Patterns of Cul-
ture, and William Whyte's Or-
:anization Man.
Script Preparation
Dando prepares m o s t of the
scripts for the programs himself,
although he will sometimes liave
others prepare them. His English
department colleague, Dr. J. Bard
McNulty, wrote the discussion of
Hawaii. At the time, MeNulty was
using the book in his freshman
English course. A student, David
•alaty, '64, wrote the script for
the Advise and Consent airing.
Asked about listener response,
Dando told of two unusual letters
which he received from a citizen
of Ghana. The correspondent, a
young adult, wanted to come to
this country to study in ordea?
that he might return to Ghana to
teach English. He offered to work
as a house servant for anyone who
would sponsor him in the U. S.
Dando sent a reply in which he
outlined the v a r io u s programs
available to foreigners wishing to
study here. It is still pending as
to whether the Ghani an will be
able to realize his ambition.
M u c h of the correspondence
which the professor receives *is
from U. S. citizens living over-
seas.
In late 1961 the Tripod publish
ed a letter from Kenneth Aldrich
a Trinity student now studying
in France, saying that he had
picked up Dando's broadcast in
Paris.
Programs Taped
AH of the broadcasts are taped
and sent to Washington for dis-
tribution to various Voice of Amer-
ica transmitting posts around the
world. During those months when
Dando is on campus, the taping
is conducted at WRTC-FM, under
the supervision of Al Miller, '63.
Recording sessions, which are
held every two weeks, normally
take 20 minutes if there are no
mistakes. They can be as long
as an hour, however, especially
when Dando plans to act the
voices of various characters in a
work, and is thus more prone to
tiine-consuming mistakes.
Although the Voice of Anier-
ca audience is undoubtedly the \
largest Dando has ever had, it Is i
by no means his first. An old hand,
at broadcasting, the professor had,
a taped program, on WCBS radio
in New York throughout the past;
winter, and is currently host on a!
WTIC-TV (Hartford) program.
First Appearance
Dando's first appearance on the
Voice of America came in 195SM5Q
when the network re-broadcast "a
series which he had prepared for
WCBS. As a result of these per-
formances, officials at the United
Stales Information Agency, par-
ent organization of the Voice, con-
tracted him to do the current pro-
grams. The present series began
in February 1961.
In accordance with V o i c e of
America policy, all fee tapes of
the Dando programs are available
for re-broadcast in this country.
Currently, WTIC radio is carrying
the series on Sunday at 1:15 p.m.
"Propagandist" i s a sinister
term to apply to anyone, especial-
ly in this age when many forces
are striving to capture the minds
of t h e world's peoples. At first
glance, to characterize an" English
professor at a New England col-
lege as a propagandist smacks of.
the ridiculous. But in a sense, if
not in a directly political - one,
102 Asylum Street
Chargu Accounts Invited
an Mon. thru Sat. . . , Thurs. 'til 9
THE DECLINE AND FALL OF
John Dando is making a contribu-
tion to the propaganda outside of
this nation.
Cultural Presentation
The nature of his material, al-
though, as literature, of consider-
able merit for discussion in it-
self, is also part of the United
States attempt to reveal certain
aspects of" the nation's culture to
t h o s e countries which might be
ignorant of them. The type of
broadcast w h i c h Dando does
might best be c a l l e d "cultural
propaganda." The broadcasts, in
addition to their value as literary
discussions, serve a function sim-
ilar to that served by the sym-
phony orchestras, jazz groups, ex.
liibitions of paintings, ete., which
the United States sends around
the world every year.
The necessity for such broad-
casts is apparent in an age when
propaganda plays such a sign-
nifieant role. This writer recalls a
series of dlscusions of literary
subjects o n c e broadcast over
Radio Moscow, a propaganda arm
of the Soviet government. On one
program the commentator was
attempting to illustrate how so-
cialist ideas were present in the
work of American author Mark
Twain.
No matter what one thinks of
propaganda, its prominence in con-
temporary world affairs is estab-
lished. But the forms which this
propaganda takes is not always
obvious. The essential point is
that propaganda is not restricted
to purely political matters, but is
comprehensive in nature: it deals
with nearly all aspects of the na-
tion conducting it.
Letters To The Editor
(Oontumed from Eait. Section)
task of illuminating the past and present
and to offer suggestions regarding the fu-
ture. Otherwise, he must surrender his
Held to either the theologians or &e pro-
fessional cynics.
On this last point, I am happy to see
that Dr. Neaverson hopes that the evolu-
tion of Soviet society will be along the,
lines laid down in my article. I certainly
would like to believe with George Kennan
that the "totalitarian phenomenon is by
its very essence a temporary malady that
affects societies—but which carries within
It the causes of its demise—not a kind of
permanent slavery imposed on humanity."
Anyone who has studied the long struggle
in Russia for freedom, and who" has sym-
pathized with this struggle, realizes that,
to paraphrase Rousseau, the Russian
people are better than they have become.
• • • ' • • . • • . • • ' • • '. P H I L I P C . F . B A N K W W Z
At 41, Sugar Ray Robinson seems
to be.in hock up to his ears. And
the ring is the only place he can
earn big money. But how long
can he take the beating? In this
week's Post, you'll read how he
made and lost $4 million. Why it
costs him $100,000 a year to live.
And why he's never liked fighting.
Also; Special 12-page guide "How
to make the most .of your money."
T h J S l l J E i
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Williams Romps In NE Swimming
AMHEBST; MASS., MAR.. 10—
Trinity tied Wesleyan and South-
ern Connecticut here today to
place ninth in the field of four-
teen colleges participating in the
1962 New England Intercollegiate
Swimming championships.
Sophomore Bill Koretz and
Trinity's relay team were the
only Slaughtermen out of the
mermen's seven representatives to
make it throught the qualifying
trials held on Friday. Koretz then
went on to a sixth place and a
Mew college record of 58.8 in the
100 yard butterfly and the relay
team took the number six' posi-
tion in the 400 yard medley *elay
event.
Williams walked off with. an
easy victory, copping six first
places and five seconds to amass
a total of 90 points.. Regular sea-
son opponents Bovvdoin, Spring-
field, M.I.T., Amherst and Wor-
cester Tech all placed ahead of
the Slaughtermen. In season com-
petition Trinity had toppep only
Amherst and Worcester Tech.
Final team points—Williams 90, Bo\v-
doin 49%, Conn. 46, Brown 43, Spring-
field 28, MIT 14, Amherst 6V»t Worces-
ter Tech 4; "Wesleyan, Trinity and
Southern Conn. 1 each; Coast Guard,
Mass., Tufts and Holy Gross O eeach.
400 yard medley relay—1, Bowdoin
(Edwards, Davis, Haiford, Lee). 2,
Williams. 3, Springfield. 4, Conn. 5,
Amherst. fi, Trinity. 3:55.9 (new rec-
ord, olo record 4:00.3.
200 yard freestyle—1, Connaro, Wil-
liams. 2, Benson, Conn. 3, Morris,
Brown. 4, Seaver. Bowdoin. 5, Childs,
Conn. 6. Steein, MIT. 2:08.2.
Wcp
University Department
COMPLETE SELECTIONS FOR SPRING VACATION
TROPICAL SUITS, DINNER JACKETS,
ODD JACKETS IN MADRAS, POPLIN, CORD,
KIT GOLF SHIRTS, BERMUDA SHORTS,
ODD TROUSERS, SWIMWEAR, LOAFERS
TENNIS AND BOATING SNEAKERS
46'LoSalle R«*., West Hartford
OPEN FRIBA Y EVENINGS 'TIL 9 P.M.
Diving—1. Long, Conn, 2, Holme,
Williams. 3, Bails, MIT.. 4. Thomas,
Brown. 5, Peterson, Conn. 6. Alderman,
Brown. 7, Collmrn, MIT. 120:3 points.
100 yard butterfly—1, Larry, Wil-
liams. 2, Kaany, Springfield. 3, Ing-
ram, Brown. 4, tie between Laux, Am-
herst and Halfpld, Bowdoin. 6, KoreU
Trinity. ;55.7. (New record, old record
:57.0).
220 yard backstroke—1, Stearns,
Springfield. 2, Busher, Conn. 3, Mar-
tin, Brown. 4, Coots, Bowdoin. 5, Ed-
wards, Bowdoin. 6, Rodgers, Brown
2:09.5, (New record, old record 2:11.9).
200 yard individual medley—I, Mar-
tin, Brown. 2 Coots, Bowdoin. 3, Me-
Calmon, Conn". 4, Weesteer, Williams.
5, Taterdsian,-Conn. 6, Ising, MIT.
2:11.4.
50 yard freestyle—1, Hersehbaek,
Williams. 2, Larry; Williams. 3,. Feld-
steein (affiliation unavailable). 4,
Finch, Bowdoin. 5, Winn, Springfield.
6, Shields. Wesleyan. -.22.5..
100' sard freestyle—1, Hersehbaek,
Williams. 2, Moran, Williams. 3,
Rounds, Worcester Teen. 4, Finch,
Bowdoin. 5, Paul, Brown. G, McMullen,
Brown. :50.2. «.N,E. record; old record
514)
440 yard freestyle— 1, Morris, Brown.
2, Seaver, Bowdoin. 3, Benson Conn.
4, Connard, Williams. 5, Weber, Wil-
liams. 6, Davis, Southern Conn. 4:38.8.
(N..p. record; old record 4t28.S).
20O yard breaststroke—1, Webster,
Williams. 2, Morrow, Williams. 3,Som«
payrae, MIT. 4 Carter, Williams. 5,
Einolt, MIT,: 6, "Davis, Bowdoin. 2:26.8,
(N.E. record; old record unavailable).
400 yard freestyle relay—1, Williams
(Hersehbaek, Connard, Kasten, Moran)<
2, Conn. 3, Bowdoin. 4, Brown. 5,
Springfield. 6. MIT. 3:23.3. (N.E. rest-























































» Sales Management • Merchandising
• Sales Promotion « Market Research
Join Richardson-MerrelFs Programs for Career Develop-
ment this summer. Schedule a campus interview with the
company representatives now.
Seniors . . . Permanent employment. Gain extensive ex-
perience in all 5 phases of marketing.
Juniors. . . Summer employment. Get * head start on
your career before graduation. Gain valuable sales and
marketing experience.
Both programs provide cur, good salary and pay all ex-
penses seven days a week.
Contact your Placement Director for full detail*.
Interviews on March 14 and 15.
RICHARDSON-MERRELL, INC,
Vick Chemical Company Division
•Maiiufacfurers of Vicks VapoRub, Cough Syrup, Cough Drops,
Nasal Preparations, Cold Tablets, Lavoris and Clearasil.
C M pur opinions against tW$ Campus mmm M\ i S :
© Would you volunteer to man the first space
station if odds on survival were 50-50?
• Yes
! How many children
"would you like to have
.when you're married?
Do men expect their
dates to furnish
their own cigarettes?
Njne • Cne [2 Two • Three • Foirormore







throegh thef tlter. -
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ALTHOUGH OUK SWIMMING TEAM, recently completed its
.most successful campaign since. 1946 by reversing its 3-7 mark of a
, year ago, Williams again stole the whole show on the New Eng-
land scene as they romped to victory by taking six firsts in the
New Eng'landg on .Saturday. This year's Ephmen swimmers are
a small-scale model of the perennial wonder-ducks from Yale , . .
Williams has added remarkable swimming- and basketball seasons
to its equally successful football and soccer endeavors.
. Don Mills sure gave it a hearty try up at Cambridge last
weekend. It was that perpetual thorn in his side, Ralph Howe of
Yale, who beat him in the semis. And Howe will have the oppor-
tunity,to defend his national Championship next season* for he's ,
only a Junior . . . Mills showed steady improvement during: his
College career. He ranked third nationally thisTyear after being fifth
a year ago and eighth as a sopuomore,
,•"••.. A NEW ENOLAND FENCING TITLE for Trinity this win-
••'•. ter. Although the competition in this tourney is not comparable
to that found in New York and the Middle Atlantic States, our
iencers deserve-much praise ior their accomplishment. There are
many colleges which can not even arouse interest in a fencing
team; and despite the fact that many of those schools which do
participate in intercollegiate fancing are much larger in numbers
than is Trinity, we still manage to hold our own in this sport.
A good deal of Trinity's success must undoubtedly be attribut-
ed to Coach Ken Shailer, who makes the most of his limited time
with the Bantam team. Shailer is an excellent swordsman himself,
and it is evident that much of his experience and. interest in the
sport has rubbed, off on his charges.
However, under their present, status as an informal sport, the
feneets experience severe problems of equipment shortages both
through repairs and replacement, and they lack adequate trans-
portation to their away meets. It is high time that the dedication
and. achievement of Trinity fencers.be given due recognition.
Fencing remains the only athletic activity of both long-term' ex-
istence and increasing stature which has not seen classification
, as an.official sport here at Trinity. The time is indeed ripe!
••; .SELECTED FOR THE AP NEW ENGLAND small-college all
•star basketball team were Williams' Bob Mahland, M.I.T.'s Dave
Koch, Amherst's Fred Sayles, Bridgeport's Dan Morello, and Col-
by's Dave Thaxrter. Mahland was also named to the little all-
Arnerica five for the second year in a row. '
Providence and Holy Cross will repi'eseht New England in the
N.I.T., which will get under way this Thursday on the Madison
Square Garden boards. , . The Friars were tourney champs a year
"ago . ' ' •. '. : ; - •"". " ' ' '., ' • - . ' . ' .
. The regional small college NCAA tournament has Fairfield,
Northeastern, Rochester, and St. Anseim's as contestants. Fair-
•:field beat the hosting Yellowjackets 86-73 and Northeastern elimi-
nated St.A's 88-78 in first round action./
: .TRlNrTY MIGHT WELL-Il'AVE BEKN 6Nffi of these four if
John Norman hadn't been forced to the sidelines at midseason.
John's billy basketball consolation was that during, his three years
of varsity ball he smashed Ed Faber's 15.5 points per g&rfie mark
fey averaging 18.8. '; .•""•; '
.-An injury similar to Norman's cost Wesleyan's giant center,
: Winfcjr Davenporty a shot at the Cardinal's single season individu-
a l , scoring record during a late season contest against Amherst.
^Likewise, Norman didn't have a chance to break his own mark of
,?38 points in a season, but sophomore forward Barry Leghorn, ac-
counting for the scoring slack left when Norman was injured,
bettered it by a single poult. Leghorn has an excellent opportunity
to bag 1000 points during his three years in Trinity togs.
• '•/ And a final note of consolation to Mr. Leghorn, whose nearby
Bulkeley was nipped by Hartfos^. High, .67-64, for the state school-
boy basketball championship.
€row Meets AD For Squash Title;
JM Ping Pong, Wrestling Underway
The National League champaoj
*£ Intramural Squash is Alpha
•Delta Phi.
Their 7-0 record nosed out Delta
Psi which had a 6-1 overall mark.
Tlie American League was led by
Alpiha Chi Rho with a perfect 7-0
mark, followed by Phi Kappa Psi
with 6-1 and Pi Kappa Alpha with
5-2. The resepective champions
will clash early next week.
The Intramural Ping Pong tour-
nament began this week with the
fourth and fifth men from each
squad meeting. The third men
will meet on Monday evening,
the second on Tursday, and the
top men on Friday. The finals for
the first three teams are on Tues-
*>y, March 27.
The trials for the 1962 Intra-
mural Wrestling season were held
on March 6 and 8. The semi-finals
are scheduled for March 13 at -4
SENATE MEETING
There will be a Senate meeting
tonight at 10 p.m. in the Senate
Room, second floor of Mather
Hall. Students desiring to become
acquainted .with their student gov-
cmmef.il arc encouraged to attend
the meeting.
p.m. and the finals on March 15
at the same time. The location
for all matches is Alumni Hall.
LET'S DO AWAY
WITH LEGAL
Unscrupulous people get all the
tax breaks, says a noted economist.
In this week's Post, he blasts our
"unfair" tax laws. Says the low
rate on capital gains is just a tax
.dodge. And tells why he thinks we
should atop tax relief to the elderly
— and even to the blind.
Also; Special 12-page guide "Haw
to make the most of your money."
The Saturday Evening






Accept no substitutes! Always insist
on Schaefer; it's the one beer to have
when you're having more than one.
